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In which a climber discovers
that if you don’t fight to save
what you love, it might not
be there tomorrow.
words :: Chris Kalman

Daniel Seeliger enjoys a Cochamó sunset after the long first
ascent of “Las Manos del Dia.” CHRIS KALMAN PHOTO.
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It was late afternoon. Hours from the nearest

Take that spot where no names, no roads, no

Four seasons in a row I travelled to Cochamó,

cairn, which led to the nearest trail, which led

signs of civilization converge, and draw a line

driven mostly by the superb, unheralded climbing

to my tent, some 12 kilometres from anything

east to west across its centre—from Argentina

and the opportunity to pioneer new routes. At

resembling civilization, I sat shivering and cross-

to the Pacific Ocean. That’s the Rio Cochamó,

first, my infatuation with it was a simple kind of

legged, pen in hand, on a large boulder in the

still undammed, still untamed, still untrammeled.

love. I’d come around, mostly attracted to this

middle of an unnamed laguna near the headwa-

Above the line is Fundo Rehuelhue—government-

wall or that, one crack or another, valley one

ters of Rio La Junta in Chile’s remote Cochamó

owned, difficult to access, with no infrastructure

or valley two. I put up routes. I learned to rock

region. Cold, wet, and brimming with words I

either for resource extraction or industrial tour-

climb. I shared fond memories and life-altering

needed to get out, I shakily scrawled: “What

ism. Below the line is Fundo Pucheguin, the area

days with some of the best people I’ve had the

happened is this—you fell in love.”

that has held me in thrall since 2011 when I first

privilege to call friends. And yet I always thirsted

laid eyes on it.

for something more. A harder route? A bigger line?
A prouder lead?

To reach Cochamó requires only a short flight
Of course I fell in love. It was the most beautiful

from the capital of Santiago to the southern city

It was that quest for something more that brought

place I’d ever seen, full to the brim with world-

of Puerto Montt, then a 2–3-hour bus ride to the

me to see Cochamó for the trees, so to speak.

class climbing, and home to some of the most

erstwhile fishing village that is rapidly becoming

And by the trees I mean the people. Generations

incredible people I’d ever known. And yet… the

a full-blown town. From here, a short taxi ride to

of hearty folk with proud roots who washed up in

future of this veritable Valhalla ostensibly lay

the trailhead and a 12-kilometre hike lands you

Reloncavi fjord sometime early in the last century,

in the hands of a single man who had made a
career of resource extraction. How could that be?
Start here, I thought. Work backwards.

What I mean to say is that my love for this place evolved,

In my mind, I saw snapshots. Colours and

deepening into a sense of community.

textures. Mottled granite flecked with feldspar.
A tumult of leaden clouds lingering over El
Anfiteatro. A small green and blue lizard. The fat

in La Junta, an idyllic collage of green pastures

waiting out two World Wars without electricity or

grain of the Alerce tree’s ancient bark. A tadpole

and campgrounds sewn together by a winding

a road while the world toiled away at something

rising in a clear pool. The feeling of cold, clean

azure river and ringed by granite cirques and big

called progress. The Sandovals and their progeny,

water on the lips, sucked straight from the

walls that inevitably call to mind California’s Yo-

Favian and Tatiana, at first merely helpful carrying

source. When I closed my eyes, Cochamó was

semite. But what Yosemite has—good weather,

my gear up to the valley on horseback, became

what I dreamed.

a century of climbing history, easy access—Co-

close friends; Danny and Silvi and their son Zenon,

chamó lacks. What Cochamó does have going

who provided me lodging, helped me put up

The name for me conjured something far grander

for it, is a distinct absence of all the things that

routes, and became a second family; Moni, Mono,

than the valley bearing the eponymous river.

have made Yosemite such a pain in the ass—

Jupi, JB, Nico, Pau, Horacio Mike and Andres from

Cochamó was a blank space on the map, a

tour buses, traffic lights, power lines, roads,

Campo Aventura; Camping Danny, Nahir, Martu,

holding pattern, a Pandora’s box bristling with

cops, and crowds. Cochamó remains wild, rustic,

the Rippies, Flo, and the rest of the Cochamoninos

the energy of its potential. It was also a crucible

and still relatively young from a climbing and

I won’t try to name. What I mean to say is that

of uncertainty. Sandwiched west and east by

backpacking perspective. To climb there today is

my love evolved, deepening into a sense of

the Reloncavi fjord and the Argentine border,

like being plopped down into Yosemite’s Golden

community. And while I missed two consecutive

north and south by Parque Nacional Vicente

Age of big-wall climbing of the early 1960s. The

trips to Cochamó for reasons of life and death

Perez Rosales and Parque Nacional Hornopiren,

Golden Age of Cochamó is now, and the brave

and other digressions, that love never waned. In

the invisible zone within—roughly 260 square

and the bold can still pick plums from mostly

fact, it grew, and in the time I was away I became

kilometres of temperate rainforest—wasn’t terra

unclimbed walls and go about tackling them in

increasingly obsessed with one question: what

incognita so much as terra TBD. Nobody had

a style befitting the local ethos of this modern

would happen to that big, unprotected, chunk of

done much with it… yet.

crucible of traditional climbing.

land known as Fundo Pucheguin?

RIGHT It’s the blood, sweat, and tears of many individuals—from Chile, Argentina, and the United States—that makes the Cochamó Valley accessible and enjoyable to visit. HORIZONTALS DANIEL PASTENE PHOTOS.
VERTICALS AUSTIN SIADAK PHOTOS.
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The Golden Age of Cochamó
is now, and the brave and the
bold can still pick their own
personal unclimbed walls.

Back in 1924, when Fundo Pucheguin was formed
as a six-person agricultural corporation, its only
economic use was to raise sheep and cows or
run small farms. But the growing season was
short, the encroaching rainforest thick, and these
riverside fincas mere blips within Fundo Pucheguin’s 100,000 hectares of wildness. The other
99 per cent of that land is mountainous: sheer,
thousand-metre granite walls, enormous cirques,
clear blue hanging lakes, habitat for condors and
songbirds, the continent’s smallest marsupial,
and other endemic flora and fauna.
By the early 2000s, Fundo Pucheguin had been
subdivided among offspring and relatives so often, and so unprofitably, that it amounted to little
more than a patchwork quilt of tax woes. And
this is where a man named Roberto Hagemann
saw an opportunity. Marshalling a team of highpriced Santiago lawyers, he set about unburdening various poor farmers of their property taxes
at a nominal price, ultimately divesting them of
their land. When the dust settled, almost all of
Fundo Pucheguin lay in Sr. Hagemann’s hands.
This was long before ecotourism took off in the
Cochamó region thanks largely to the volunteer
labours of a handful of locals whose horse-packing businesses or campgrounds depended upon
viable trails, and before an organization called
Tompkins Conservation made worldwide headlines by purchasing massive swaths of land in
Chilean Patagonia, installing campgrounds, trails,
and other infrastructure, and then donating those
lands back to the Chilean government as fullfledged national parks.
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Locals have plenty to say about Hagemann,

and grassroots political lobbying. What Cochamó

something I had always wanted to: find the

though almost no one seems to know him. What

needed was the right gringo. What it needed was

headwaters of the Rio La Junta.

is known is that most of his income derives

Kris Tompkins. And for a fleeting but incredibly

from resource extraction, holdings that include

exciting moment, I thought it might get her.

For starters, Rio La Junta lay on the non-Hagemann
side of Rio Cochamó (Fundo Rehuelhue), giving it

hydroelectric giant Mediterraneo SA. And while
Hagemann can’t dam Rio Cochamó (he owns

When I hopped on a plane to Santiago this

a good chance of remaining safe from devel-

neither water rights nor land-access to the river

past February, I felt I had a half-decent chance

opment for the foreseeable future. In addition,

that was protected as a Zona de Interes Turistico

of sitting down with Kris and talking shop. A

there was no trail leading to the headwaters. I’d

in 2010 after a Spanish power company tried to

respected documentary filmmaker with direct ties

been back that way in 2013 with my girlfriend

dam it), Mediterraneo is currently at work on a

had planned to come south with me to see what

and her father, Kevin. We got a late start and

massive hydro project on the beautiful and wild

all the hubbub was about. Meanwhile, I had it on

ultimately had to turn back. But I’ll never forget

Rio Manso, less than 20 km south as the condor

good authority that a couple of young, wealthy,

Kevin looking longingly upriver, wondering what

flies, through the heart of Fundo Pucheguin.

philanthropy-minded individuals were interested

was around the next bend. Kevin succumbed to

in purchasing a key parcel in the valley—Campo

cancer two short years later. His question was

Despite massive opposition to that project from

Aventura—whose owner I was friends with, and

one I had to answer.

local communities, no one seems to be leading a

on whose behalf (without exactly being asked to

charge to secure some sort of permanent protec-

provide the service) I was trying to broker a deal

After an hour on a trail, and another four hours

tion for the greater Cochamó area. Various camp-

to make sure it landed in conservation-minded

wading, rock-hopping, and bushwhacking through

ground owners and horse-packers who supply

hands. For a split second, it looked like I might

incredibly dense forest, I found myself staring,

and maintain the valley have organized admirably

find myself in the same room as these wealthy

awestruck, at an incredible laguna. My friends

to manage the increase of visitation over the past

youngsters, this powerful filmmaker, and the

had eddied out far behind, ogling some paradisi-

ten years, during which tourism has increased

world’s most successful land philanthropist.

acal pools, and I found myself completely alone
at the place where the drinking water for all the

exponentially. But on the grander scale, neither
Chile’s business elite nor international proponents

It still isn’t clear to me what set off the chain reac-

campgrounds in Cochamó originates. A place

of conservation seem more broadly concerned

tion, but eventually my little house of cards came

with no trail, no future, no established climbing

about Cochamo’s future. Nobody seems willing to

crashing down. Kris Tompkins’ personal assistant

routes. One simple, special, unfucked-up speck

lay a stake there except for Hagemann himself.

let me know via email that they had zero bandwidth

on the world map. And out in the water like some

for Cochamó, being in the process of establishing

floating island was a peculiar flat boulder with
no other rocks around it. Just plopped into the

It still isn’t clear to me what set off the chain reaction, but

middle for no obvious reason.

eventually my little house of cards came crashing down.

And it was croaking.
Intrigued, I waded out only to discover that

After the precedent set by Tompkins Conservation,

10 million acres of National Parks essentially every-

the wild sound, ringing around the whole of an

it occurred to me that this may be the new

where south of there; the documentary filmmaker

enormous amphitheatre, was in reality the sound

de-facto avenue for worldwide conservation

pulled out at the last minute; and the schedule

of ripples hitting a tiny solution pocket in the

initiatives. Who needs years of political lobbying

of the young philanthropists didn’t line up with

rock, leaving behind a small bubble that went

when you can employ the tantalizing subterfuge

mine. Just like that, I went from potentially Pivotal

pop! A metaphor for my feelings. I was amazed

of finding a rich and benevolent gringo to swoon

and Influential Conservationist (spokesperson,

and depressed in equal parts. Instead of some

for the land, buy it outright, then follow the

I’d hoped, for the locals who always seem to get

potentially rare creature that scientists would rally

Tompkins model to permanent protection? There’s

bulldozed when rich folks get together to decide

around and agree was worth protecting, this mo-

obviously more to it than that, but for large-

their fate), back to Climbing Dirtbag.

ment of magical surrealism was merely another of
Cochamó’s beautiful sublimities. And as soon as

scale international conservation (think Nature
Conservancy, etc.), it has been decisively shown

It was against this harsh backdrop that I

I realized how spectacularly rare and ephemeral

that money talks louder and faster than policy

decided, along with a couple of amigos, to do

the moment was, the sound stopped.

PREVIOUS SPREAD The author makes the most of the day’s remaining light while establishing the route “El Filo la Aleta de Tiburón.” LEFT TOP The road to La Junta. Cochamó sees a lot of rain, meaning trails
can be a casual stroll or a hellacious mud wallow. BOTTOM At the end of a long trek into La Junta, climbers can post up in the original refugio, the first building established in the valley. AUSTIN SIADAK PHOTOS.
NEXT SPREAD Dustin “Marco” Hardgrove races against a coming storm during the first ascent of “Siete Venas.” CHRIS KALMAN PHOTO.
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So I clambered up on top of the rock and sat and
wrote, laying the foundation for the thoughts I’ve
been having about Cochamó ever since. Those
blue-lipped hours atop the boulder cost me an
unexpected bivy in the darkness of the rainforest
without dry clothes, a headlamp, or anything to
make a fire with, but that’s another story.

In the end, nothing has changed. Cochamó is still
beautiful, still special, still a crown jewel of Chilean Patagonia—as astoundingly breathtaking as
Torres del Paine to the south. But unlike Torres,
a fully protected national park, Cochamó’s future
hangs in the balance. How that can be, I find it
difficult to understand, but I suspect it has something to do with Hagemann and Mediterraneo.
Maybe I should talk to him. I hear he’s getting up
there in years, and I have it on good authority
that he’s been known to wax philosophical about
his legacy, national parks, and conservation. And
while I have a feeling his thoughts on the subject
would more closely align with something resembling Yosemite Valley than the remote and rugged
Sierra backcountry, I wonder if he might not be
able to be swayed towards proceeding with the
lightest of touches.
For now, I’ve got my fingers crossed, an ear to
the ground, and something of an ace up my
sleeve… I hear his son is a climber.

Chris Kalman is a climber, writer, and wannabe conservationist. His work has appeared in numerous outdoor
magazines and online media outlets. He lives in Fort
Collins, Colorado with his girlfriend Megan, and their dog,
Tioga. You can find more of his work at chriskalman.com.
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